Grammar Index

Active Participles, 151
Adjectives
  Comparative, 81
  Masculine and Feminine, 78
  Singular and Plural, 78
  Superlative, 82
Comparative Adjectives, 81
Comparing Like Objects, 81
Conditional, 111
Conjunctions, 154
Definite Article, 147
Demonstrative Adjectives, 16
Demonstrative Pronouns, 14
Duration, 17
Dyal, 13
Future Tense, 102
  Negation, 103
ğadi, 104
Have you ever..., 54
I've never..., 54
Imperative, 69
In order to, 68
Independent Pronouns, 7
Infinitive, 46
Intransitive Verbs
  Making into Transitive Verbs, 148
  With Only One Participle, 153
Kayn, 37
Moon Letters, 147
Negation, 52
Nouns
  Masculine and Feminine, 9
Numbers
  1 thru 10, 22
  100, 200, 300 ... 999, 26
  1000, 2000, 3000 ..., 27
  11 thru 19, 24
  20, 30, 40 ... 99, 25
Fractions, 30
Ordinal, 29
Object Pronouns, 55

Participles, 151
  Active, 151
  ğadi, 104
  Kayn, 37
  Passive, 153
Passive Participles, 153
Passive Verbs, 149
Past Progressive, 150
Past Tense
  Irregular Verbs, 48
  Regular Verbs, 46
Possession
  Dyal, 13
  Pronouns, 8
  Questions, 17
Possessive Pronouns, 8
Prepositions, 42
  With Pronoun Endings, 115
  With Verbs, 115
Present Tense
  Irregular Verbs with Final 'a', 64
  Irregular Verbs with Middle 'a', 60
  Regular Verbs, 58
Pronouns
  Independent, 7
  Object, 55
  Possessive, 8
Question Words, 56
Sun Letters, 147
Superlative Adjectives, 82
There is, 37
Time, 30
Using One Verb after Another, 68
Verbs
  Participles, 151
  to have, 40
  to need/have to/should, 95
  to please, 92
  to remain, 151
  to want, 36
  to want/like, 96
  Using One after Another, 68